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Abstract:
This social media analysis of Marvel Studios examines 
the multiple platform engagement of a major media 
company. It covers the social media platforms they 
frequent and provides suggestions for how they can 
improve. I examine the companies history to provide a 
framework and then I analyze every platform they’re 
found on. Social Media is an important tool for every 
company so it’s crucial to have students practice when 
it comes to understanding what each platform is used 
for and how to communicate that to potential 
employers. 
Facebook:
• Good work promoting 
movie releases
Twitter:
• Very consistent 
posting
• Acknowledges 
cultural impact
• Good fan 
interaction
Recommendations:
• Continue to work on building your brand, 
do this by attaching it to everything you 
can
• Work on YouTube presence. There is 
potential here to post more content and 
be more involved 
• Spend more time using Tumblr to interact 
with fans. There is clearly a lot of support 
online for Marvel and they could use 
Tumblr to create more fan interactions
YouTube:
• Generates plenty of 
interest in films
• Could be used more 
often to promote movies
